Lou Warde
SUNSET PARADISE
for Guitar Quartet
Smooth Latin vibe ($\frac{4}{4} = \text{ca. 102})$

*Percussive mute on beats 2 and 4. Feel free to ad lib.*
Gently tap the strings

simile throughout

pizz.

ad lib
SUNSET PARADISE

GUITAR 1

Smooth Latin vibe ($= ca. 102$)
SUNSET PARADISE

GUITAR 2

Smooth Latin vibe ($ \text{d} = \text{ca. } 102$)
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GUITAR 3

Smooth Latin vibe ($d = \text{ca. } 102$)

SUNSET PARADISE
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SUNSET PARADISE

GUITAR 4

Smooth Latin vibe (♩ = ca. 102)

Percussive mute on beats 2 and 4. Feel free to ad lib.

(Note: these two chords are slight variations of previous chords.)

*Percussive mute on beats 2 and 4. Feel free to ad lib.